Seon NAVIGATOR
Increase Driver Accountability & Efficiency

**In-Vehicle Navigation**
Provide drivers with the tools to improve route accuracy, safety, and efficiency.

- Built-in navigation software
- Integrated GPS
- WiFi & Cellular Connectivity

Seon Navigator delivers insight on route operations to fleet managers in real-time.

- Reduce Parent Complaints
  Decrease complaint calls about missed stops or route deviations.

- Real-Time Ridership Insight
  Deliver real-time ridership information to parents and administrators.

- Streamline Vehicle Inspections
  Ensure adherence to safety policies with customized templates.

- Improve Driver Performance
  Keep drivers accountable and ensure route accuracy.

1.877.630.SEON
www.seon.com
How it Works
Built-in software on the dash-mounted mobile terminal guides drivers through every step of their daily route from start to finish.

1. Drivers log in to the terminal and are delivered a customized set of functions to direct their route operations.

2. Receive step-by-step instructions for pre-trip inspections and log results for remote viewing by fleet managers.

3. Display stops, view directions or see an on-screen map with audible turn-by-turn directions.

4. When the driver arrives at a stop, students assigned to that stop are displayed on the tablet for drivers to select as they enter or exit.

5. Student ridership data is sent via cellular connection to Compass, accessible through a secure login or available to parents on the School Bus Hub* parent portal.

6. When the driver returns to the yard, they are prompted to conduct the post-trip inspection and log out to track time and attendance as they complete their route.

*School Bus Hub is an optional add-on
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**Full Routing Integration**
Information entered by drivers is instantly available in Compass while route changes automatically appear in tablet applications.

**Driver Navigation**
Ensure drivers follow planned routes by delivering audible turn-by-turn directions and map view of the route.

**Vehicle Inspection Management**
Cloud-based tool that guides drivers through vehicle inspections & send results for immediate review.

**Driver Time & Attendance**
Drivers log in and out to deliver accurate work hours for payroll administration.

**Student Ridership Tracking**
A student list appears when the bus arrives at a stop, ready for drivers to select students entering or exiting the bus.

**Live GPS Tracking**
Built-in Wi-Fi and cellular connectivity provides real-time communications between the bus and Seon’s live fleet tracking application for automatic vehicle location.

**Student Tracking is an optional add-on**
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